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Overview

• The Place and Purpose of 3D Printing in Instructing 
Students with Vision Impairments

• Case Study at WMU
• Free and Easy 3D Printing Resources for You



The Value of Models and 
Models in Concept 
Development- Dawn
• Concept Development

• Real object 
• Model – 3 dimensions
• Tactile Representation

• APH products
• Tactile Graphic

• Embossed, braille lables
• Plastic Fruit

• Bucket of plastic fruit disaster
• How are 3D prints better? 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of 3D Printed Maps and 
Models

• Advantages of 3D Prints
• Size, Shape, of an object can be 

explored
•  Able to represent things that can 

not easily be touched- universe or 
an molecule 

• Use when real object can not be 
obtained- tool in space 

• 3D prints may be more portable 
and sturdy than tactile maps or 
models

• Disadvantages of 3D Prints 
• Only a representation of an object
• Mass and texture  usually different
      from the real object
• Movement and function may be 

different
• Like the plastic fruit, may be 

visually very distinct but the same 
or very similar to the touch 

• Cost, complexity of printing and a 
new skill to learn



3D PRINTING: A PERSONAL 
JOURNEY
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Terms to Know
• 3D Printer: A device which produces 3D objects by 

building thin layers of filament (typically plastic)
• CAD: Computer Aided Design. Files such as .stl files are 

considered CAD files
• Makerspace: a collaborative workspace which supplies 

high tech tools for learning and creative problem solving. 
Many include a 3D printing lab or facility.

• .stl file: A file type which is commonly used for 3D 
printing, much like .docx is common to word processing. 



Project #1:
• Mission: Create a 3D map/model of the WMU College 

of Health and Human Services (CHHS)
• Purpose: To illustrate the basic concepts of the building 

shape and features (stairs, elevators and hallways) of 
CHHS to WMU students who are blind or visually 
impaired.

• CHHS houses our Department of Blindness and Low 
Vision Studies, and also serves as the starting location 
for BLS 5950 cane-travel class

• What is the difference between a map and a model?



Step 1: Gather materials

• A floor plan
• A building (CHHS)
• A vision

Image obtained from https://wmich.edu/news/2017/04/39576 

Image obtained from Dean of the College of  Health and Human Services, WMU



Step 2: Ask questions
• Reached out to every possible 

resource, receiving the support 
and commitment of the WMU 
Interactive Media Team

• We sat down at a planning 
meeting to discuss our approach 
to this project
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Step 3: Revise

• Reduced original “tactile clutter” in print
• Reconsidered the purpose for the map/model
• BANA Guidelines for Tactile Graphics proved very 

helpful!
• Design limitations: Challenging to include stairs and 

elevator shafts while still making room for a reader’s 
fingers



• “2.11 Clutter occurs when components of the graphic are  too close 
together or so similar that they become hard to distinguish 
tactually. Clarity of components is improved by creating a break 
(blank space) between adjacent textures or where lines cross other  
liens or textures” (Braille Authority of North America, 2010). 
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Step 4: Assemble
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Step 4: Assemble (continued)
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Step 5: Discard or Put 
Away for Later? -Zabet

• TCVI makes educational judgement about 
appropriateness

• Don’t force a model if it’s not meeting the objectives
• Know what you want the student to learn – only use 

models that are helpful in getting there
• Consider whether losing the clutter meant losing key 

details
• Resurface – apply an appropriate texture over the plastic 

when needed
• Go back to the real object, if necessary.



Project #2:

• Mission: Create a map of the fourth floor of CHHS 
using 3D printing

• Purpose: Serve as a tool for students who are blind and 
visually impaired to reference the layout of the fourth 
floor, where the Department of Blindness and Low 
Vision Studies is housed



Step 1: Don’t reinvent the wheel!
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3D Printing: Your Personal 
Journey

• Thingiverse.com
• TouchMapper.org
• TinkerCAD.com

Image retrieved from https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2705166 



Thingiverse.com
• Free open source dowloadable .stl files of EVERYTHING
• Download the .stl file and send it to a printer near you
• Great source for models and manipulatives
• Great source of free prizes for students!
• Remember: A 3D print should not replace the original object or a 

preexisting higher quality model!

Image retrieved from https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2705166 Image retrieved from https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2795935



Touch Mapper.org
• Free, fast, scalable .stl file 

maps of virtually any address
• Durable, lightweight, 

waterproof
• “Cool factor”
• Includes roads and buildings
• Places a marker on the address 

and in the NW corner of the 
map

• A larger map can be broken 
into several prints

• Not always 100% accurate
• May be overly “tactilely busy” 

in areas with lots of roads, 
parking lots and buildings

Image retrieved from https://touch-mapper.org/en/



Touch Mapper.org (continued)
1. 

Image retrieved from https://touch-mapper.org/en/

2. 

Image retrieved from https://touch-mapper.org/en/area 

3. Download .stl 
file and send to a 
3D printer! 



Tinker CAD.com
• Free online program 

for creating your own 
very simple .stl files

• Create  an account
• “Drag and Drop” and 

rotatable
• Simple and 

self-explanatory
• Great way to preview 

and alter pre-existing 
.stl files!

Image retrieved from 
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/d3mKmbgldoU-funky-amur/edit

Image retrieved from 
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/l0oAIKu98YH-exquisite-amberis-kup/edit?



Tinker CAD.com (continued)

Images retrieved from https://www.tinkercad.com/things/d3mKmbgldoU-funky-amur/edit

• Playground tactile map example: Working on 
symbols to represent objects

• Multiple angles of map
• Took about 10 minutes to create



3D Printing and 
Students

• What are some of the experiences you have had or are having 
with 3D Printing?

• Please share any new access they have provided to your 
students.

• What do you wish you could print for your students? 
• Sharing a few of the things BLS has printed and embossed.
• Map of route
• Heart model



Sources for 3D Printers
• Colleges and universities
• Local libraries
• Middle and high-schools
• Schools for the Blind
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Conclusion

• 3D Printing to support learning for students with 
Visual Impairment
• New tool in the VI professional’s toolbox
• May bring new access to kids with TCVI 
• Role of the VI professional 
• Determine which tool will best match the need of the 

student and the task at hand
• Bring resources for 3D prints to team
• Assist the student in making meaning out of the 3D print 



Questions?
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